
Overview

P R O D U C T  B R O C H U R E

Magento Push Notifier 

Helping you send event based information from Magento for real 
time integration with third party applications.

Magento Push Notifiers sends order and 
customer information on a real time event 
basis. It eliminates the need for cron based 
sync and helps you honor inventory and 
promotions on a truly first come basis. 

Configuration and Set-up
Once you install the plug-in, you can set-up 
your destination and port combination. You 
can enable this functionality in a secure 
manner. The solution sends complete data 
including  the custom attributes in XML 
format. 

Asynchronous Sync 
Asynchronous sync means that your Magento 
will not slow down due to slowness of your 
target system. 
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For fast websites



Magento Push Notifier can be easily 

installed from admin panel of Magento. 

Once it is installed go to Configuration - 

>VEON ->Order Configuration and enable 

the solution by selecting the checkbox and 

putting in the destination where you 

would want the XML to be pushed. 

Enabling the Solution
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Go to Configuration ->VEON ->Data 

Configuration and provider a Magento 

back end credentials which the solution 

will use to retrieve information from 

Magento. Please note that the push notifier 

gets all the order related information from 

standard and custom attributes of Orders 

and Customers. 

Configuring Access
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Once the solution is configured, it posts 

the data to the target system. The sample 

XML file is shown in the picture. If you want 

to see the full XML please reach out to us. 

XML Posting
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C O N F I G U R A T I O N  A N D  

S C R E E N S H O T S
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F A Q S

Veon Consulting are leaders in enterprise application consulting and 
integration. We expertise in making companies efficient by customizing 
platforms and using service oriented architecture. 
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# 1. How does the push notifier work ?

Magento Push Notifier captures the event at which 
you need to trigger an outbound XML to other 
applications which has dependent process based on 
this information. The solution eliminates the need of 
schedule based sync and provides a real time 
exchange of information.

# 3. Which port does it send XML to ?

Usually, the XML is sent over port 8080. This can 
however be configured. 

# 5. Does it impact performance ?
No. As mentioned the information sync happens 
asynchronously. Hence, there are no performance 
impact on Magento instance. 

# 6. What entities can it support ?
By default it handles Orders and Customers. However, 
the solution can be customized as per business needs.

# 2. Does it support custom Attributes ?

Yes, the solution passes custom Magento attributes 
along with the standard ones. So let us say if you have a 
custom Order attribute called Purchase Order number, it 
will be sent as well.

# 4. What are the pre-requisites ?

Magento push notifier can be used on Magento 2.0 (for 
Magento 1.9x please contact us separately). The 
destination URL must be accessible from Magento server. 
Kindly note that the pushing of information happens 
asynchronously. Hence Magento’s performance does not 
degrade due to the same.


